i. important species should be Ti(H20 )6 • Charles reported that a broad electron paramagnetic ~esona.nce spectrum could be observed at room temperature for a~idified solutions of Ti 3 +.
. 5 We first checked these results and then discovered 6 a nice sharp spectrum for frozen glasses of our aqueous solutions. We also observed, however, that when we warmed our glasses · above 100 K, a broadening occurs which continues right through the melting point of the solution.
Recently, other reports have appeared 7 ' 8 which
give g-values for a frozen glass similar to ours. This pa.per reports rm both our glass spectrum and on the spin -relaxation that we have observed
3+
for Ti (H 2 o )6 . In all cases a nitrogen atmosphere was used to minimize oxidation of the titanous ion.
The samples were usually contained in a Varian E-248-1 aqueous solution sample cell. K-band (24 GHz) spectra were obtained with the sample'sealed in a quartz tube.
X-band (9 GHz) measurements were carried out on a Varian V-4502 EPR spectrometer equipped with a 9-inch magnet, and a Fieldial coupled to an X-Y The precision of the temperatures obtained was thought to be ±0.5°.
Experimental Results
The spectrum shown in Fig. 1 and gj_ = 1.896±0.001.
It seems apparent that they were not using computer simulations to fit their spectra and as Ibers and Swal.en 9 observed, very narrow crystallite linewidths must be present before reliable magnetic parameters can be obtained from the position of the maximum and the in:flection point of an absorption spectrum.
We also prepared glass spectra using HCl and HS03CF3 as acids. Like
Premovic and West 8 , we foun-d no evidence that the anion affected the g-values.
Some glasses , however, did give narrower crystallite linewidths which resulted in better resolution and more intense spectra with a derivative presentation.
-5-When the glass spectra were warmed to dry ice temperatures, a broadening is observed and the spectrum approaches a symmetrical Lorentzian at -40°C and up through the melting point a broad symmetric absorption can be observed if sufficient modulation amplitude is utilized. This broad line shows no change in shape or width when the glass melts and at room temperature one 4 observes the same spectrum as reported by Charles. Figure 2 shows how the peak-to-peak splitting (~) in the first derivative spectrum for the frozen glass and the solution varies 'loTi th temperat1.ll"e.
It is clear from these data that the relaxation follows the form .,
where y is the appropriate magnetogyric ratio.
A least squares analysis
of the data shown in Fig. 2 gives an activation energy 6E = 1850±50 em 14 -1 and a pre-exponential factor A = 2.90 x 10 sec • The same broadening was observed for frozen glasses and solutions containing different anions.
We also observed the same broadening at S-band as we did at X-band.
The fact that this broadening follows an exponential form means that it must be due to a resonant Raman process of the type discussed by Orbach. 10
3+
It is not unexpected that Ti should have this means of spin relaxation at higher temperatures, since the necessary orbital states should be present.
For Ti 3 + in AJ.203, such a relaxation is observed,ll but much lower lying states are involved.
The remarkable thing about our observations for
Ti(H 2 o)6 is that such a large activation energy can be observed and that the same rate is observed for both solids and liquids. Measurements were also made using D20 ·instead of H20 as a solvent and the same broadening was observed. amounts of covalency which are often used to explain transition metal complexes. we observe must be restricted by its lattice.
The room tem.perature line width is 2400±200 gauss and this limits the accuracy of the solution g-value measurements, but they are consistent with the gfl and g_L we find for the frozen glasses. Accurate magnetic susceptibilities do not appear to have been measured for acidified solution of Ti3+. Since we find no change in relaxation upon melting of the glass, it would seem that the fluid nature of the medium plays no role in the relaxation. As we observe, these were field independent and they assumed an Orbach mechanism. They did, however, try to fit this broadening to 
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